
GOOD THESIS STATEMENT FOR OLIVER TWIST

If you have read any of Dickens's other works or researched this author, you may, then, be familiar with a prevailing
social concern of his: the dehumanizing.

The resulting book was compiled from chapters produced as instalments in one or more magazines Charles
Dickens lived in the 19th century when there was a social divide of the upper and lower class citizens. Dickens
addresses these issues in his timeless masterpiece Oliver Twist. His birth is attended by the parish surgeon and
a drunken nurse That is why this novel deals with the criticism of the cruelty that children and poor people
suffered at the hands of 19th century society and the writer uses different techniques to pass this across. A
good topic sentence not only alerts readers to what issue will be discussed in the following paragraph but also
gives them a sense of what argument will be made about that issue. The main character of a work is known as
the protagonist. Consider how Oliver got robbed of his identity by various people. This usually happens at or
very near the end of your introduction. Is there a phrase that the main character uses constantly or an image
that repeats throughout the book? It actually sounds pretty amateurish. Here the reader is reminded that the
wealthy are only a trial away from ending up in the dirt themselves, and in fact are already dirty with guilt. For
him, the ideal woman must be ready and even glad to give her life for others. However, the themes that may
be the most apparent within the story are underlined throughout it. Three supporting characters of Oliver Twist
aid the elaboration of the story; these significant characters are Mr. Reading this book will better prepare me
for my upcoming course of global studies because it deals with many of the regions and time periods we will
be studying in class. It was set in the area of in and around London. A thesis, on the other hand, makes a
specific claim or argument; it tries to prove something. Oliver Twist is Charles Dickens second novel. He was
born on February 7, , in Portsmouth, England.


